1: Cut minimum 6" (152 mm) GE Elemax SS Flashing Sheet to appropriate length and shape, adhere in the following order:

3" (75 mm) cut both ends

LENGTH = ROUGH OPENING + 6" (152 MM)

1. A: Apply GE Elemax SS Flashing Sheet to the sill area centered over change of plane and fold the cut segments up inside the corners.
2. B: Apply GE Elemax SS Flashing Sheet to the jambs areas centered over change of plane and overlapping the GE Elemax SS Flashing Sheet in the bottom corners.
1. C: Apply GE Elemax SS Flashing Sheet to the header centered over change of plane and overlapping the GE Elemax SS Flashing Sheet in the top corners.

2: Apply tool GE Elemax 5000 Liquid Flashing to corners/edges to ensure seamless coverage. If nonsilicone sealant is being used to seal window perimeter, ensure GE Elemax 5000 Liquid Flashing is not applied within a sealant joint path.

3: Ensure GE Elemax 2600 AWB extends a minimum 2" (50 mm) onto GE Elemax SS Flashing. GE Elemax 5000 may also be utilized to seal edge of flashing.

NOTES:
- Ensure rough opening area dry, clean and free of dirt, debris and contaminants.
- GE Elemax SS Flashing should be installed before the application of GE Elemax 2600 AWB over wall substrate and GE Elemax 5000 Liquid Flashing at flashing joint locations.
- GE Elemax SS Flashing Sheet should be installed in manageable segments. Ensure GE Elemax SS Flashing Sheet segments overlap by a minimum 2" (50 mm).
- See GE Elemax 2600 AWB Data Sheet for list of additional acceptable GE Sealants/Liquid Flashing.

ROUGH OPENING – METHOD C: GE Elemax SS Flashing Sheet

GE Elemax® 2600 Air and Water-Resistant Barrier System

The above details are for illustration purposes only. It is intended as a guideline to assist Momentive Performance Materials, Inc. and other users in developing project specific details. Consult appropriate specification documents, drawings, building codes, and any other information deemed necessary for specific requirements. Momentive Performance Materials, Inc. makes no warranty, express or implied, with respect to the performance suitability or fitness for intended use of its products in any user's application. Any sale of products or delivery of customer support and advice by Momentive Performance Materials, Inc. and/or any of its Affiliates ("Momentive") is made exclusively under Momentive's standard conditions of sale which are available at www.momentive.com.
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